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This book is about Near Death Experience (NED) of a highly trained neurosurgeon Dr. Eben

Alexander. AlexanderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s brain was damaged by a rare form of disease and was completely

out of senses. This disease affects the part of the brain that control emotions and thoughts. Any one

remained for four day in coma cannot return back to life. This review will give you idea what's this

book is about.If you don't have enough time, this is perfect read for you.Every aspect of the book is

covered in this review.
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I was expecting a whole book

I didn't get to read the book. It goes from the review to the end. Please let me know what I should

do.I really don't know what happened. I open the book and it goes from "Book Description" to "About

the author", then Review and then it goes to the end. Is this the whole book? So where is the story?



Nothing to read but a preview. There's no content. What's going on? It's almost a sham from the

seller! I want my money back.

I didn't realize this was just a 'Review', I thought I was actually buying the book. Don't make the

same mistake, it's a waste of $, because everything contained in this review can be found free

online. I went ahead and finally purchased the whole book which is 100% worth reading.

I would like my money back - this was very deceiving. Not a book at all but a poor example of a

review. Just a way to take people's money.

do not read if you can't get past grammatical errors and a poor grasp of the English language. I

didn't make it past the first 2 pages. I can't believe I wasted $3 on this.

I thought I bought the book but the content of my kindle file was some kind of review only that was

written by someone else whose grammar was bad! The kindle item was misleading!

It was absolutely ridiculous to pay $2.99 for what would be a description of the book. I have the

book the audio version and this is exactly what is in an in the beginning. Don't do it don't spend the

money if you're interested just buy the book. Rip off 1 star if I have to give it one at all
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